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STUDENTS', TEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT QA22-23)

CURRICULUM AND SYLLABUS EVALUATrcN 2022.23
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In the 2A22-2023 academic year, the feedback from shows High ratings in inclusivity, skill development. and

faculty performance. Some categories like instructional hours and teaching methods show room for

enhancement. Continue focusing on teaching methodologies and ensure adequate instructional hours to

complete the course content effectively.
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SUGGESTIONS

r Create inclusive and emotionally safe classrooms.

r Focus on outreach programs.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT

r The fQAC insisted the faculties to create inclusive and emotionall5r safe class rooms.

r Focused more on outreach programmes in order to sensitize students towards their duties and

responsibilities towards society and community.

. Conducted sessions to develop various skills like soft skills, leadership skills and team building.
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TEACHERS FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT 2022-2023

TEACHERS FEEDBACK CONSOLIDATED 2022.23
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The feedback data ftom2022-23 indicates a generally positive perception across various aspecrs of the

college. The general ambience has a high number of excellent and very good ratings, though there is a small

but notable pomion rating it poorly. Library resolrces are well-regarded, with the majority rating them as

excellent or very good, though some still find them average or poor. The intrastructural facilities receive

overwhelmingly positive feedback, with the highest number of excellent ratings and very few poor ratings.

support for field visits and projects is particularly praised, with the rnajoriq, rating it excellent and very

gcod, and minimal poor ratings. Cumiculum enrichment activities are also tavorably viewed, though there is

a slight increase in average and poor ratings compared to previous years. The assessment of academic

perfonnance has a mix of opinions, with a good number of excellent ratings but also a significant portion

rating it as poor or very poor. Overall, the data suggests strong satisfaction in infrashucture and suppofi tbr

fieid visits, while highlighting ar:eas like acadernic assessments that may require turther attention.
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SUGGESTIONS

r Should implement effective feedback mechanism.

. Should renovate common areas and spaces in the campus for creativifi, enhancement.

. Should incorporate certificate course related to environment sustainabilily and human values.

r Should support students' participations in intemships.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT

It was decided to implement feedback mechanisms to gather input from stakeholders on how-to further

improve the college's arnbience.

The certificate courses titled Overview and perspectives of human values, Natural disaster

managernent, Sustainable agriculture and food system was introduced as the part of cur:riculmx to

enrich environmental sustainability and human values.

The instihrtion supporled internships, field visits and extension activities to promote critical thinking

and real world application.
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PARENTS FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT 2022-2023

PARENTS FEEDBACK CONSOLIDAIED 2422.23
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The survsy results indicate a generally positive parental perception of the institution, with notable strengths

and some areas for improvement. Communication with parents, information about children's progress, and the

accessibility of teachers and staff are largely vie*'ed favourably, with more excellent and very good ratings

than poor or very poor ones. Safetv concerns are effectively addressed, as reflected in the high ratings. The

institution's curriculum and teaching methods are seen as meeting individual needs well, though there is some

room lbr improvement. Handling of disciplinary matters is highly rated. Promotion of apositive and inclusive

Iearning environrnent and addressing diversity and inclusion also receive favourable feedback, though a few

pat'ents' express dissatisfaction. Satisfuction with extracuricular activities is high, with most parents rating

the offerings as excellent or very good. Overall, the institution performs well across most areas, with particular

strength in safety and disciplinary handling, but should continue to enhance its inclusivity and curriculum to

address the needs of all
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SUGGESTIONS

r Establish anonymous reporting systems to allow students to report incidents of ragging without fear

of retaliation.

r Should invite a diverse range of employers from various industries, including tech, finance, healthcare,

and rranufacfuring, to participate in the placement drive.

ACTION TAKEN REPORT

r The management decided to keep up the good works in coming years and to eliminate ragging related

activities from the campus.

. Conducted placernent drive for passing out students.

r It was decided to conduct research-based seminars for the students.
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK ANALYSIS AND ACTION TAKEN REPORT 2422-2423

ALUMNI FEEDBACK CONSOLIDATED ?*22-2023
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Ihe graph reflects the highest levels of satisfaction across all categories. The rnajority of alumni rated their
career preparation, skills gained, and institutional support as excellent. Nehl,orking opportunities also saw a
si-anificant positive rating. The institution has successfully addressed many areas of concern fi'om previorrs
years, though it should continue to focus on the small percentage of alumniwho remain dissatisfied.

SUGGESTIONS

r Internship and Experiential Learning: Strengthen partnerships l+'ith companies and organizations to
provide more intemship opportunities and hands-on experiences for students.

r Offer workshops and seminars on essential skills such as communication, problem-solving,
teamwork. and leadership to prepare students for the workplace

o Offbr regular mentorship sessions and check-ins to ensure ongoing support and guidance.

ACTION TAKEN

r Expanded career counseling services with personalized guidance sessions.

o Organized regular workshops on resume building, interview skills, job search strategies, and industry
trends.

o Increased opportunities for practical training through intemships.
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lemented structured mentorship programs with regular sessions.
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EMPLOYER FEEDBACK ANALYSIS AND ACTION TAKEN REPORT 2422-2423

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK CONSOLIDATE,D 2422-2423
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The continued positive trend showcases the institution's success in addressing employer tbedback and adapting
its curriculum and training programs accordingly. The focus on practical experience, professional

development, and communication skills has paid off. To maintain this trajectory, the institution should explore
global partnerships and continuously update its curriculum to incorporate the latest industry trends and

technologies.

SUGGESTIONS:

. Maintain the current skategies and continuously seek new areas for innovation.

. Keep enhancing extracurricr"rlar activities to support holistic development.

. Encourage participation in extracur:ricular activities, clubs, or student organizations that promote

teamwork, collaboration, and networking.

ACTION TAKEN

Offered communication skills workshops covering verbal and written communication, active listening,
and conflict resolution.

Incorporated internships into the cun'iculum to provide hands-on experience and exposure to
r*-orkplace expectations.
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